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Introduction. The main purpose of this paper is to prove the

equivalence of the existence of a topological space in which there is a

nonconvergent open ultrafilter with the countable intersection prop-

erty and the existence of a measurable cardinal. This paper will an-

swer indirectly the open question in [2].

1.1 Definition. We call a cardinal m measurable if a set X of

cardinal m admits a {0, 1} valued measure p such that p(X) = 1 and

iu({x}) =0 for every x£X.

For any set X, \ X\ will denote the cardinal of X.

1.2 Definition. An open filter is a nonempty collection of open

sets 11 such that

(1) 0£ll, and
(2) if U, F£ll and G = int(G)DU(~\V, then G£ca.
An open ultrafilter is an open filter which is maximal in the collec-

tion of open filters.

1.3 Theorem [l, p. 163]. A discrete space is realcompact if and only

if its cardinal is nonmeasurable.

In view of ultrafilters, the above theorem says that: for a discrete

space X, the existence of a nonconvergent ultrafilter on X with the

countable intersection property (abbreviated as c.i.p.) is equivalent

to \X\  being measurable.

1.4 Theorem. The following are equivalent.

(1) There exists a measurable cardinal.

(2) There exists a topological space, in which there is a nonconver-

gent open ultrafilter with the c.i.p.

Proof. (1) implies (2). It is an immediate consequence of Theorem

1.3.
(2) implies (1). Let X be a topological space and 11 a nonconvergent

open ultrafilter on X. For any pEX, there exists an open neighbor-

hood U(p) of p such that U(p)E^- Let 9 be a collection of mutually

disjoint nonempty open subsets of X such that no member of 9 be-

longs to 11. Let d> be the family of all such g's .We partially order $ as
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follows. For g„, SpG*, define g„ <Q^ iff QcQQp- Clearly Zorn's Lemma

applies here. Let g0 be a maximal element of 4>. We index g0 = {Ga} in

a one-one way and let A = {a: Ga£g0}• Notice again that Ga£ll ior

all aEA and GaC\Gfi = 0 ii a^fi.
Claim. U„e^Ga is dense in X.

Proof of the claim. Let U(p) be an open neighborhood of p in X.

Since 11 is nonconvergent, there exists an open neighborhood W(p)

of p such that W(p)<£<VL. Then V(p) = P(p)rW(p)£lt. If F(p)£g0,

then we are done. If V(p)^Qo, then there exists GaG9o such that

GaC\V(p)^0. For otherwise g0W { F(p)} G$, and properly con-

tains g0.

Let

$ = {FE A:   U  G.Gtl}.

Observe that ff?^0 because UaejiGa is dense, hence Uae^GaGH-

This means ^4Gff-

Claim, ff is an ultrafilter on A with the c.i.p.

Proof of the claim. 1. </>€£ff since 0£ll.

2. If Pi, PaGff, then Gi = UaSF1G<I and G2 = U^ep2G,3 both belong

to 11.

Since GaC\G^—0 if a^/3, we have U„ei,inp2Ga = (Uag^Ga)/^

(IW.G/Oeil. This implies FxC\F2ES.
3. If PDF and F£ff, then clearly P£ff.
4. Since It has the c.i.p., it is easy to show that ff has the c.i.p. The

detail is left to the reader.

5. ff is an ultrafilter.

Suppose ff is properly contained in a filter ff', then there exists

HE'S' such that P<$ff and HC\F^0 for all F£ff. From each PGff,
pick apEHC\F. Denote K = {ap} fss- Clearly KEH. Let Gk =

yJapeicGap.

We will show Gx£ll. This would imply that PGff, and hence

HE'S- The contradiction shows that ff is an ultrafilter.

Suppose GK£ll, then there exists £7£11 such that UC\Gk = 0-

Let B=A-K, and GB = UaSBGQ. Then GKWGB=Uae4Ga£1l. Since

Gx£ll and 11 is an open ultrafilter, it follows that Gb£11. Let

Po={«£P: UC\Ga^0}. We have U«ey,(£/nG„) =UaeB(PnG„)

= PnGB£lt. Since UaeF„GaZ)UaeF0(PnGa), it follows that UaSPo

G„£11 and consequently F0£ff. For this P0, there is a corresponding

ctFoEFo such that o:f0£P. Now GaF0EGK and UC\GaF¥^0. This

shows UC\GK~2>Ur\GaF^0-
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Define p: G>(A)->{0, l} by

p(E) = 1        if E E ff

and

p(E) =0       if E E ff-

Since ff is an ultrafilter with the c.i.p., thus p is a measure [l, p.

162]. Moreover, by the construction of 9o and ff, we have p(A) = l

and p({a}) =0 for all aEA. Therefore we have proved | A \ is mea-

surable.
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